
الصف السادس الابتدائى 1

1  (A) Choose the correct answer:

1
   Lunar eclipse is formed in the ......................................... of the lunar month.

a) beginning  b) middle

c) end  d) after 5 days

2
   The fluorescent lamp contains the inert ......................................... gas.

a) hydrogen  b) nitrogen

c) argon  d) helium

3
   Which lever does not conserve effort?  ......................................... .

a) Wheelbarrow  b) Nutcracker

c) Manual broom  d) Bottle opener

4
   The last row of cortex layer is called ......................................... layer.

a) cortex  b) endodermis

c) xylem  d) pith

(B)  The exerted force of a balanced lever equals 50 Newton and the length of its arm is 2 cm if 

it is affected by a resistance with a value of 20 Newton, calculate the length of its arm of 

resistance.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

2  (A) Complete the following sentences:

1
   The nutcracker is a ......................................... class lever‚ while the scissors are ......................................... class lever.

2
   The fluorescent lamps contain inert argon gas and a little amount of ........................................ .

3
   Impure water cannot be used to put out the fire resulting from ........................................ .

4
   ......................................... is the external layer that the root hair extends from it.

(B) What happens when ...? 

- Connecting more than one lamp in an electric circuit in parallel.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

Model (1) 20 
Marks
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3  (A) Write the scientific term for each of the following:

1
   A tool used to convert the electric energy into light energy. (.........................................)

2
   Fires that occur as a result of the increase in the temperature of electric wires.  (.........................................)

3
   An astronomical phenomenon that occurs when the Earth‚ Sun and Moon are on 

      one straight line and the Moon in the middle. (.........................................)

4
   The losing of water in the shape of water vapor from plant leaves. (.........................................)

(B) Give a reason for the following: 

- Crowbar is a first-class lever.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

4  (A) Correct the underlined words:

1
   Copper and iron are electric insulators. (.........................................)

2
   To connect lamps in parallel, they are connected one after the other. (.........................................)

3
   In the first class levers the resistance force is between fulcrum and effort force. (.........................................)

4
   Umbra is a semi-dark area where the total solar eclipse occurs. (.........................................)

(B) Compare: 

Point of comparison 2nd class levers 3rd class levers

Definition .............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

Examples .............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................
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1  (A) Complete the following sentences:

1
   Tweezers are considered a ......................................... class lever but the wheelbarrow is a ........................................ 

        class lever.

2
    There are two ways for connecting lamps, connecting in ......................................... and ........................................ .

3
   ......................................... gas is produced during the photosynthesis process.

4
    Electric shock occurs as a result of the passing of ......................................... through the human body.

(B) Give a reason for the following: 

- We should not look at the Sun with the naked eye during the solar eclipse.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

2  (A) Put (✓) or (✗):

1
   Lunar eclipse causes harms to the eyes. (    )

2
   We must not play with electric connections. (    )

3
   Plant loses water in the form of water vapor in the photosynthesis process. (    )

4
   The human body is a conductor of electricity. (    )

(B) What happens when ...? 

- There are no stomata on the lower surface of the plants' leaves.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

Model (2) 20 
Marks
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3  (A) Write the scientific term for each of the following:

1
   Vessels through which water passes from the root to the stem and leaves. (.........................................)

2
   One of the dangers of electricity that causes damage of body tissues. (.........................................)

3
   It is the force exerted by a person to equilibrate the resistance. (.........................................)

4
   The distance between fulcrum and resistance. (.........................................)

(B)  A first lever is affected by 10 Newton force with an arm of length 10 cm and a resistance of  
20 Newton.
a. Calculate the length of arm of resistance.

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

b. Does the lever save effort? Why?
.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

4  (A) Correct the underlined words:

1
   In the beginning of the total lunar eclipse‚ the color of the Moon tends to be black. 

 (.........................................)

2
   There are three connecting points at each end of the light bulb ends. (.........................................)

3
   The glass bulb of the electric lamp contains hydrogen gas. (.........................................)

4
   Oxygen gas is produced during the respiration process in the plant. (.........................................)

(B) Label the opposite figure:
1
   ............................................................

2
   ............................................................

3
   ............................................................

4
   ............................................................

(1)

(4)

(2)
(3)
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Model (3) 20 
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1  (A) Choose the correct answer:

1
    Which of the following gases is found in the fluorescent lamp but not in the light bulb?

a) Argon gas.  b) Neon gas.

c) Mercury vapor.  d) oxygen gas.

2
    ............................................... is/are considered first class lever.

a) Wheelbarrow  b) Pliers

c) Manual broom  d) coal holder

3
    ............................................... is one of the functions of levers.

a) Increasing force  b) Decreasing distance       

c) Decreasing speed d) all the previous answers 

4
    Each stoma is surrounded by two ............................................... cells.

a) animal  b) guard

c) absorbing  d) leaf

(B) Write the function or importance of:

- The glass bulb of the light bulb.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

2  (A) Put (✓) or (✗):

1
   Fires resulted from electricity are extinguished by water. (    )

2
   The root extends and penetrates the soil to absorb water. (    )

3
   The soda water opener is a second-class lever. (    )

4
    When the whole Moon enters the semi-shaded area of Earth‚ the Moon seems without 

eclipse. (    )

(B) What happens when ...? 

   - A part of your body touches an electric source directly.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .
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3  (A) Write the scientific term:

1
   Small holes that are widely spread on the lower surface of the leaf. (.........................................)

2
   It occurs when part of the Moon enters the Earth's umbra. (.........................................)

3
   A rigid bar that rotates around a fixed point and is affected by a force and a resistance. 

 (.........................................)

4
   A vital process carried out by the plant to produce its own food. (.........................................)

(B) What is meant by ...?

- Annular solar eclipse:
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

4  (A) Complete the following sentences:

1
   ............................................... and ............................................... are examples of materials that are electric conductors.

2
    The filament of the light bulb is made of .............................. and that is because it has high ............................. .

3
   ............................................... control the closing and opening of the stomata.

4
   The lunar eclipse occurs when the ............................................... lies between the Sun and .............................................. .

(B) Arrange the layers of the root from inside to outside: 

(Xylem – Cortex – Pith – Endodermis – Epidermis)
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .
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1  (A) Choose the correct answer:

1
   The concentration of the salt solution inside the vacuole is ......................................... the concentration

      of the salt solution inside the soil.

a) less than  b) more than

c) equal to  d) no correct answer

2
   Water transfers from the root to the stem through the ......................................... layer.

a) cortex  b) epidermis

c) endodermis  d) xylem

3
   .................................................. is the main source of light on Earth.

a) Candle  b) Fire

c) Lamp               d) Sun

4
   The function of a lever is to increase .................................................. .

a) force  b) distance

c) speed  d) all the previous answers

(B) What happens when ...? 

- There is no battery in the electric circuit.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

2  (A) Choose from column (B) which suits in column (A):

(A) (B)

1. Most electric machines produce a. the partial lunar eclipse occurs.

2. Coal holder is a lever used to b. heat.

3. Electric lamp is prevented from air to burn its filament by c. avoid dangers.

4.  When a part of the Moon enters the shadow area of 
the Earth,

d. the glass bulb.

1. .....................                2. .....................               3. .....................               4. .....................

(B) Give a reason for the following:

- Light is important for the plant.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

Model (4) 20 
Marks
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3  (A) Complete the following sentences:

1
   The manual broom is an example of the ......................................... class levers. 

2
   ......................................... is a fixed point that a rigid bar rotates on.

3
    In the case of connecting the lamps in ......................................... the lighting of the lamps decreases if 

their number increases.

4
   Green plants consist of two main parts which are ......................................... and ........................................ .  

(B) Label the opposite figure:

1
   .........................................

2
   .........................................

3
   .........................................

4
   .........................................

5
   .........................................

4  (A) Correct the underlined words:

1
   Human body is a good conductor of electricity as it contains gases. (.........................................)

2
   Second class levers sometimes conserve effort. (.........................................)

3
    Partial solar eclipse occurs when the Moon's cone shadow (umbra) does not reach Earth's 

surface. (.........................................)

4
   Newton was the first scientist who described the levers. (.........................................)

(B) Compare: 

Point of comparison Solar eclipse Lunar eclipse

Reason .............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

Time of occurrence .............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

.............................................................................................

(1)
(5)

(2)

(4)
(3)
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1  (A) Choose the correct answer:

1
   Force arm is sometimes equal to resistance arm in the ........................................ class levers.

a) first  b) second

c)third  d) Both (b) and (c)

2
   The duration of the lunar eclipse is ........................................ that of the solar eclipse.

a) longer than  b) shorter than

c) equal to  d) no correct answer

3
   Root hair absorbs most water by .................................................. .

a) imbibition  b) osmosis

c) selective permeability d) no correct answer

4
   Effort arm and resistance arm are measured in ............................................. or ............................................. .

a) m, cm  b) kg, gram

c) ton, kg  d) L, ml

(B) Give a reason for the following:

- Lunar eclipse occurs in the middle of the lunar month. (Full Moon)

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

2  (A) Write the scientific term:

1
   The fixed point on which the lever rotates. (.........................................)

2
   The area that lies between the real shadow area and the lighted area. (.........................................)

3
   Materials that don't allow the electric current to pass through. (.........................................)

4
   A way of connecting the electric lamps in which all the lamps are turned off when one of

     them burns out. (.........................................)

(B) What happens when ...? 

-  Concentration of salts in the soil is higher than the concentration of salts in the vacuoles of 

the root hairs.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

Model (5) 20 
Marks
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3  (A) Complete the following sentences:

1
   Duration of lunar eclipse extends for more than ........................................ hour(s).

2
    ........................................ phenomenon always occurs when ........................................ blocks the sunlight

     from reaching a part of the Earth.

3
   In the case of connecting the lamps in ........................................ the lighting of the lamps decreases 

      if their number increases.

4
   Root hairs absorb salts from the soil by the property of ....................................... .

(B) Mention one function of: 

- The points of connection in the fluorescent lamp.

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

4  (A) Choose from column (B) which suits in column (A):

(A) (B)

1. First class levers a. are levers that always conserve the effort.

2. Second class levers b. are levers that do not conserve the effort.

3. Third class levers c. are levers that sometimes conserve the effort.

4.  The fulcrum d. is a fixed point that a rigid bar sits on.

1. .....................                2. .....................               3. .....................               4. .....................

(B) Look at the following figure, then answer the following questions: 

a) The opposite circuit is a ........................................ circuit.

b) ........................................ opens and closes the electric circuit.  



الصف السادس الابتدائى 1

1  (A) Choose the correct answer:

1
   Lunar eclipse is formed in the ......................................... of the lunar month.

a) beginning  b) middle

c) end  d) after 5 days

2
   The fluorescent lamp contains the inert ......................................... gas.

a) hydrogen  b) nitrogen

c) argon  d) helium

3
   Which lever does not conserve effort?  ......................................... .

a) Wheelbarrow  b) Nutcracker

c) Manual broom  d) Bottle opener

4
   The last row of cortex layer is called ......................................... layer. 

a) cortex  b) endodermis

c) xylem  d) pith

(B)  The exerted force of a balanced lever equals 50 Newton and the length of its arm is 2 cm if 

it is affected by a resistance with a value of 20 Newton, calculate the length of its arm of 

resistance. (Write the law)

Solution

Force × its arm = Resistance × its arm

50 × 2 = 20 × ........... =

50 × 2
20  = 5 cm

2  (A) Complete the following sentences:

1
   The nutcracker is a ...........second ........... class lever‚ while the scissors are ...........first........... class lever.

2
   The fluorescent lamps contain inert argon gas and a little amount of ...........mercury vapor. ...........

3
   Impure water cannot be used to put out the fire resulting from ...........electricity. ...........

4
   ...........Epidermis ........... is the external layer that the root hair extends from it.

(B) What happens when ...? 

- Connecting more than one lamp in an electric circuit in parallel.

...........The light intensity of the bulbs remains as it is. ...........

Model (1) Answers 20 
Marks
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3  (A) Write the scientific term for each of the following:

1
   A tool used to convert the electric energy into light energy. (Electric lamp)

2
   Fires that occur as a result of the increase in the temperature of electric wires.  (Electric fires)

3
   An astronomical phenomenon that occurs when the Earth‚ Sun and Moon are on 

      one straight line and the Moon in the middle. (Solar eclipse)

4
   The losing of water in the shape of water vapor from plant leaves. (Transpiration)

(B) Give a reason for the following: 

- Crowbar is a first-class lever.

........... Because the fulcrum exists between the effort force and the resistance force. ...........

4  (A) Correct the underlined words:

1
   Copper and iron are electric insulators. (electric conductors)

2
   To connect lamps in parallel, they are connected one after the other. (series)

3
   In the first class levers the resistance force is between fulcrum and effort force. (second)

4
   Umbra is a semi-dark area where the total solar eclipse occurs. (dark)

(B) Compare: 
Point of comparison 2nd class levers 3rd class levers

Definition They are levers where the
resistance force lies between
the fulcrum and the effort force.

They are levers where the 
effort force lies between
the fulcrum and the resistance 
force.

Examples Bottle opener, wheelbarrow and 
nutcracker.

Ice holder, fishing hook and 
manual broom.
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1  (A) Complete the following sentences:

1
   Tweezers are considered a ..........third.......... class lever but the wheelbarrow is a ..........second..........

        class lever.

2
    There are two ways for connecting lamps, connecting in ..........series.......... and ..............parallel. ..............

3
   .......... Carbon dioxide.......... gas is produced during the photosynthesis process.

4
    Electric shock occurs as a result of the passing of ........electric current .......... through the            

human body.

(B) Give a reason for the following: 

- We should not look at the Sun with the naked eye during the solar eclipse.

............. Because the outer solar corona keeps on emitting harmful rays (UV-IR) which cause 

blindness for few minutes. ............. 

2  (A) Put (✓) or (✗):

1
   Lunar eclipse causes harms to the eyes. (✗)

2
   We must not play with electric connections. (✓)

3
   Plant loses water in the form of water vapor in the photosynthesis process. (✗)

4
   The human body is a conductor of electricity. (✓)

(B) What happens when ...? 

- There are no stomata on the lower surface of the plants' leaves.

............. Plant won’t be able to do the transpiration process. ............. 

Model (2) Answers 20 
Marks
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3  (A) Write the scientific term for each of the following:

1
   Vessels through which water passes from the root to the stem and leaves. (Xylem)

2
   One of the dangers of electricity that causes damage of body tissues. (Electric shock)

3
   It is the force exerted by a person to equilibrate the resistance. (Effort force)

4
   The distance between fulcrum and resistance. (Resistance arm) 

(B)  A first lever is affected by 10 Newton force with an arm of length 10 cm and a resistance of  

20 Newton.

a. Calculate the length of arm of resistance.

Solution

Force × its arm = Resistance × its arm

10 × 10 = 20 × ........... =

10 × 10
20  = 5 cm

b. Does the lever save effort? Why?

This lever saves effort because the effort force is smaller than the resistance force. 

4  (A) Correct the underlined words:

1
   In the beginning of the total lunar eclipse‚ the color of the Moon tends to be black. (red)

2
   There are three connecting points at each end of the light bulb ends. (two)

3
   The glass bulb of the electric lamp contains hydrogen gas. (argon)

4
   Oxygen gas is produced during the respiration process in the plant. (Carbon dioxide)

(B) Label the opposite figure:

1
   ...........glass bulb ...........

2
   ...........Argon gas...........

3
   ...........Tungsten filament...........

4
   ...........The base of the lamp...........

(1)

(4)

(2)
(3)
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1  (A) Choose the correct answer:

1
    Which of the following gases is found in the fluorescent lamp but not in the light bulb?

a) Argon gas.  b) Neon gas.

c) Mercury vapor.  d) oxygen gas.

2
    ............................................... is/are considered first class lever.

a) Wheelbarrow  b) Pliers

c) Manual broom  d) coal holder

3
    ............................................... is one of the functions of levers.

a) Increasing force  b) Decreasing distance       

c) Decreasing speed d) all the previous answers 

4
    Each stoma is surrounded by two ............................................... cells.

a) animal  b) guard

c) absorbing  d) leaf

(B) Write the function or importance of:

- The glass bulb of the light bulb.

     ............ It prevents the atmospheric air from reaching the filament to increase its lifetime ............                

............ and protect it from burning. ............

2  (A) Put (✓) or (✗):

1
   Fires resulted from electricity are extinguished by water. (✗)

2
   The root extends and penetrates the soil to absorb water. (✓)

3
   The soda water opener is a second-class lever. (✓)

4
    When the whole Moon enters the semi-shaded area of Earth‚ the Moon seems without 

eclipse. (✓)

(B) What happens when ...? 

   - A part of your body touches an electric source directly.

    ............ This causes electric shock which may damage the body tissues. ............

Model (3) Answers 20 
Marks
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3  (A) Write the scientific term:

1
   Small holes that are widely spread on the lower surface of the leaf. (Stomata)

2
   It occurs when part of the Moon enters the Earth's umbra. (Partial lunar eclipse)

3
   A rigid bar that rotates around a fixed point and is affected by a force and a resistance. (Lever)

4
   A vital process carried out by the plant to produce its own food. (Photosynthesis process)

(B) What is meant by ...?

- Annular solar eclipse:

 ........... It is the type of solar eclipse in which the Sun appears as a lighted ring. ...........

4  (A) Complete the following sentences:

1
   .......Copper....... and .......aluminum....... are examples of materials that are electric conductors.

2
    The filament of the light bulb is made of .......tungsten....... and that is because it has high .......

melting point.  .......

3
   .......Guard cells....... control the closing and opening of the stomata.

4
   The lunar eclipse occurs when the .......Earth ....... lies between the Sun and .......the Moon.  .......

(B) Arrange the layers of the root from inside to outside: 

(Xylem – Cortex – Pith – Endodermis – Epidermis)

...........(Epidermis – Cortex – Endodermis – Xylem – Pith)...........
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1  (A) Choose the correct answer:

1
   The concentration of the salt solution inside the vacuole is ......................................... the concentration

      of the salt solution inside the soil.

a) less than  b) more than

c) equal to  d) no correct answer

2
   Water transfers from the root to the stem through the ......................................... layer.

a) cortex  b) epidermis

c) endodermis  d) xylem

3
   .................................................. is the main source of light on Earth.

a) Candle  b) Fire

c) Lamp               d) Sun

4
   The function of a lever is to increase .................................................. .

a) force  b) distance

c) speed  d) all the previous answers

(B) What happens when ...? 

- There is no battery in the electric circuit.

     ............ There will be no electric source and the lamp will not light up. ............

2  (A) Choose from column (B) which suits in column (A):

(A) (B)

1. Most electric machines produce a. the partial lunar eclipse occurs.

2. Coal holder is a lever used to b. heat.

3. Electric lamp is prevented from air to burn its filament by c. avoid dangers.

4.  When a part of the Moon enters the shadow area of 

the Earth,

d. the glass bulb.

1. ...........b...........                2. ...........c...........               3. ...........d...........               4. ...........a...........

(B) Give a reason for the following:

- Light is important for the plant.

   ............To make its food during photosynthesis process. ............

Model (4) Answers 20 
Marks
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3  (A) Complete the following sentences:

1
   The manual broom is an example of the .............third ............. class levers. 

2
   ............Fulcrum ............. is a fixed point that a rigid bar rotates on.

3
    In the case of connecting the lamps in .............series ............. the lighting of the lamps decreases if 

their number increases.

4
   Green plants consist of two main parts which are ....shoot system .... and .... root system. ....   

(B) Label the opposite figure:

1
   ............Root hair ............

2
   ............Epidermis............

3
   ............Cortex............

4
   ............Xylem vessels ............

5
   ............Pith............

4  (A) Correct the underlined words:

1
   Human body is a good conductor of electricity as it contains gases. (water)

2
   Second class levers sometimes conserve effort. (first)

3
    Partial solar eclipse occurs when the Moon's cone shadow (umbra) does not reach Earth's 

surface. (Annular)

4
   Newton was the first scientist who described the levers. (Archimedes)

(B) Compare: 
Point of comparison Solar eclipse Lunar eclipse

Reason It occurs when the Moon lies 
between the Earth and the Sun 
on one straight line.

It occurs when the Earth lies 
between the Sun and the 
Moon on one straight line.

Time of occurrence Daytime (in the morning). Nighttime
The Sun is behind the horizon.

(1)
(5)

(2)

(4)
(3)
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1  (A) Choose the correct answer:

1
   Force arm is sometimes equal to resistance arm in the ........................................ class levers.

a) first  b) second

c)third  d) Both (b) and (c)

2
   The duration of the lunar eclipse is ........................................ that of the solar eclipse.

a) longer than  b) shorter than

c) equal to  d) no correct answer

3
   Root hair absorbs most water by .................................................. .

a) imbibition  b) osmosis

c) selective permeability d) no correct answer

4
   Effort arm and resistance arm are measured in ............................................. or ..............................................

a) m, cm  b) kg, gram

c) ton, kg  d) L, ml

(B) Give a reason for the following:

- Lunar eclipse occurs in the middle of the lunar month. (Full Moon)

... Because in the middle of the lunar month the Earth lies between the Sun and the Moon. ...

2  (A) Write the scientific term:

1
   The fixed point on which the lever rotates. (Fulcrum)

2
   The area that lies between the real shadow area and the lighted area. (Penumbra)

3
   Materials that don't allow the electric current to pass through. (Electric insulators)

4
   A way of connecting the electric lamps in which all the lamps are turned off when one of

     them burns out. (Series connection)

(B) What happens when ...? 

-  Concentration of salts in the soil is higher than the concentration of salts in the vacuoles of 

the root hairs.

   ....... Water will transfer from the root to the soil and the plant will wilt and die. .......

Model (5) Answers 20 
Marks
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3  (A) Complete the following sentences:

1
   Duration of lunar eclipse extends for more than ................two................ hour(s).

2
    ........Solar eclipse ........ phenomenon always occurs when ........ the Moon ........ blocks the sunlight

     from reaching a part of the Earth.

3
   In the case of connecting the lamps in ........series........ the lighting of the lamps decreases 

      if their number increases.

4
   Root hairs absorb salt from the soil by the property of ........ selective property. ........

(B) Mention one function of: 

- The points of connection in the fluorescent lamp.

   ........They connect the fluorescent lamp to electricity. ........

4  (A) Choose from column (B) which suits in column (A):

(A) (B)

1. First class levers a. are levers that always conserve the effort.

2. Second class levers b. are levers that do not conserve the effort.

3. Third class levers c. are levers that sometimes conserve the effort.

4.  The fulcrum d. is a fixed point that a rigid bar sits on.

1. ...........c...........                2. ...........a...........               3. ...........b...........               4. ...........d...........

(B) Look at the following figure, then answer the following questions: 

a) The opposite circuit is a ...........closed........... circuit.

b) ...........Switch ........... opens and closes the electric circuit.  
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